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Abstract. lart – llvm abstraction and refinement tool – originates
from the divine model-checker [5,7], in which it was employed as an
abstraction toolchain for the llvm interpreter. In this contribution, we
present a stand-alone tool that does not need a verification backend but
performs the verification natively. The core idea is to instrument abstract
semantics directly into the program and compile it into a native binary
that performs program analysis. This approach provides a performance
gain of native execution over the interpreted analysis and allows compiler
optimizations to be employed on abstracted code, further extending the
analysis efficiency. Compilation-based abstraction introduces new chal-
lenges solved by lart, like domain interaction of concrete and abstract
values simulation of nondeterministic runtime or constraint propagation.

Keywords: Abstract interpretation · Compilation-based abstraction ·
llvm · lart · divine · Formal verification · Symbolic execution.

1 Verification Approach and Software Architecture

As it is with many tasks in computer science, one can approach them in multiple
ways, and verification is not an exception. In general, tools approach program
analysis using an interpretation, giving them complete control over a program
state and program execution but paying the cost for performance. Our tool lart
challenges the task utilizing the toolset from the opposite side of the spectrum –
compilation – using a technique of so-called compilation-based abstraction. The
main idea of this approach is to compile nondeterministic execution directly
into the executable and perform reachability analysis by its native execution.
This approach is most similar to one presented in symcc [6]. Symcc performs a
compilation of symbolic execution into the native binary. In contrast, we present
a more general approach that allows arbitrary abstraction. Spin model checker
[4] also provides a mode where the model is compiled together with a verifier to
a single executable.

During the compilation, lart performs llvm-to-llvm transformation to aug-
ment instructions that can manipulate with nondeterministic values. This is
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a purely syntactic abstraction of a program, e.g., add instruction is replaced
by call to lart add. Additionally, lart provides a set of semantic libraries
(abstract domains) to give meaning to abstract instruction. Each abstract do-
main defines the native representation of abstract values, implements abstract
instructions and transformations to and from concrete values and other domains.
The tool provides multiple domains that allow analyses with various precisions,
e.g., interval analysis, nullity analysis, or symbolic analysis. Finally, to allow
native execution, domains are present in static libraries linked to instrumented
programs under test.

In comparison to concrete programs, abstracted programs also exhibit non-
deterministic control flow. To explore all possible execution paths, lart provides
a configurable runtime library. The overall architecture of compilation-based ab-
straction is depicted in figure Figure 1.

The configuration used in the competition contribution employs an itera-
tive deepening search of program paths. At each branching point of a program,
the execution forks to explore all possibilities. Finally, the main process of the
analysis gathers results from explored paths and notifies the user if an error
is reachable. This approach eventually suffers from potential infinite loops and
path explosion problem. However, it is sufficient for bug hunting or even verifi-
cation in the case of employed overapproximative abstraction, which widens the
effect of infinite loops. Also, in many simple cases, a compiler can summarize
the effects of program loops, minimizing the impact of path explosion.
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Fig. 1. lart architecture overview.

In order to obtain a performant result, we strive to minimize the amount
of syntactic abstraction. Instrumentation achieves this by combining forward
dataflow analysis and Andersen alias analysis [1], tainting only those instructions
that might encounter nondeterministic values, and abstracting only the tainted
instructions. This analysis is entirely overapproximative and detects all possible
candidates for abstraction quickly. The actual abstract computation is resolved
later during execution.

However, we don’t want to perform expensive abstract computation when
tainted instructions do not obtain nondeterministic operands. This might occur
when a C function at one point receives concrete arguments and at another call
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site some abstract arguments. In the former case, we would like to perform it fully
concretely. While in the latter, we want to execute only the necessary amount
of tainted instructions abstractly. Therefore, lart synthesizes simple dispatch
routines that pick a concrete or abstract instruction depending on the operands.
The dispatch routine also handles the possibility of mixing concrete and abstract
operands – lifting concrete values to an abstract domain if necessary. We require
that all operands of abstract instructions are in the same domain. See an example
of dispatch in Figure 2.

__lart_value __lart_dispatch_add(__lart_value a, __lart_value b) {
if (is_abstract(a) || is_abstract(b)) {

if (! is_abstract(a))
a.abstract = lift(a.concrete );

else if (! is_abstract(b))
b.abstract = lift(b.concrete );

return domain ::add(a.abstract , b.abstract );
}

return a.concrete + b.concrete;
}

Fig. 2. Syntactically abstracted values in lart are represented in union type of an
abstract or concrete type ( lart value). The dispatch routine lifts operands to an
abstract domain and resolves in which domain the instruction should be executed.
Since the abstraction dispatch is purely syntactic, it can be inlined to abstracted source
code and further optimized. This gives the compiler a possibility to optimize repeated
checks in dispatch routines.

The runtime for native execution takes care of multiple responsibilities. First
of all, it implements an execution fork when a branch is conditioned by the
abstract value that results in both possibilities, e.g., when a branch is conditioned
on symbolic term x < 5, both outcomes are possible. Furthermore, the runtime
takes care of memory management of abstraction. To not disrupt the original
program’s memory layout, lart keeps all abstract data in a shadow memory.
Therefore the union values presented in Figure 2 are split into two separately
addressed regions – concrete program memory and abstract shadow memory.
The information on whether variables hold an abstract value is also kept in the
shadow memory.

2 Strengths and Weaknesses

The main strength of the compilation-based abstraction is in the utilization of
native runtime and compiler optimizations on abstracted code. From theory, the
native execution should consistently outperform the same interpreted analysis.
However, it comes at the cost of a more complex source transformation that is
harder to relate to its origin. Furthermore, the overapproximative nature of the
syntactic analysis produces unnecessary execution of dispatch functions when
not needed. In contrast, an interpreter can compute in specific domain without
additional dispatches. Another advantage of the approach is a reusable result
of syntactic abstraction that can be linked with various domains to perform
analysis concurrently without repeated llvm instrumentation.
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The best comparison of lart is with the divine model-checker, which uses
lart’s transformation and domain libraries internally, but instead of compiling
to native executable, it interprets abstracted llvm ir. Results from the com-
petition support the hypothesis that the compilation-based approach of lart
outperforms divine in all reachability subcategories, except one where longer
times are caused by different state space exploration order.

Given the simplistic runtime, abstracted binaries produced by lart lack
further analysis optimizations and verification capabilities. Presently, the explo-
ration algorithm only supports reachability analysis of single-threaded programs.
However, we plan to support memory safety and overflow checking using sani-
tizers like approach.

Another goal of lart’s compilation-based approach is to provide a reusable
abstraction component for verification tools. The proof of this concept is shown
on divine and now on the native mode that can be analyzed by standard pro-
grammer toolset, like debuggers or sanitizers.

3 Tool Setup and Configuration

The verifier archive can be found on the sv-comp 2022 [2] page under the name
lart. In case the binary distribution does not work on your system, we also pro-
vide a source distribution and build instructions at https://github.com/xlauko/
lart/tree/svcomp-2022. It is sufficient to run lart using compiler wrapper script
as follows: lartcc <domain> testcase.c -o abstract and then execute the
abstract binary to perform the analysis.

For sv-comp contribution, lart wrapper handles additional settings and
setup of workflow presented in Figure 1. The wrapper sets lart options based
on the property file and the benchmark. In particular, lart enables symbolic
mode if any nondeterminism is found, and it sets which errors should be reported
based on the property file. It also generates witness files. More details can be
found on the aforementioned distribution page. Due to support limitation lart
participates only in ReachSafety and DeviceDrivers categories.

4 Software Project and Contributors

The project home page is https://github.com/xlauko/lart. The lart is open
source software distributed under the MIT license. Active contributors to the
tool are listed as authors of this paper.

Data Availability Statement. All data of SV-COMP 2022 are archived as described

in the competition report [2] and available on the competition web site. This includes

the verification tasks, results, witnesses, scripts, and instructions for reproduction.

The version of our verifier as used in the competition is archived together with other

participating tools [3].
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